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NXS0012

Baby Floki – BSC

0x71e80e96af604afc23ca2aed4c1c7466db6dd0c4

Total Supply – 1,000,000,000,000,000

Contract Link – https://bscscan.com/address/0x71e80e96af604afc23ca2aed4c1c7466db6dd0c4

Compiler version – v0.8.4+commit.c7e474f2

Optimization Enabled – Yes, 200 runs

Start block – 10916178  

Contract deployer’s address – 0x77fdb8852f06a7680f647a2822f7c7b4a0d458e8

Security Issues:

High severity:
None

Medium severity:
None

Low severity:
Tax fees for marketing, reflection and liquidity could be changed by contract owner.
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Issue Checking Status:

1. Compiler errors: Passed

2. Race conditions/Reentrancy: Passed

3. Possible delays in data delivery: Passed

4. Front running vulnerability: Passed

5. Timestamp dependence: Passed

6. Integer Overflow and Underflow: Passed

7. DoS with revert: Passed

8. DoS with blocklimit: Passed

9. Methods execution platform: Passed

10. Economy model of smart contract: Passed

11. Impact and exchange rate of logic: Passed

12. Private user data leaks: Passed

13. Malicious event log: Passed

14. Hidden malicious functions: Passed

15. Scoping and declaration: Passed

16. Uninitialized storage pointers: Passed

17. Arithmetic accuracy: Passed

19. Design logic: Passed

19. Cross-fall race conditions: Passed

20. Proper openzeppelin contract implementation and usage: Passed

21. Fallback function safety: Passed
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What was the thought process behind the Baby Floki smart contract? Why this 
contract over any other?

Since it was going to be a fair launch, our priority was to have anti-snipe features in the 
contract to ensure a smooth launch with minimum bot impact, which was successfully 
achieved. Other features were added as well such as the max wallet and max transac-
tion limits to have a better spread in terms of wallet sizes. As a doge token, we decided 
on having our rewards distributed to holders in Dogecoin as because it is the leading 
memecoin in terms of popularity and market cap.

Is your team renouncing ownership? Explain why or why not, and how it would be 
beneficial.

Ownership will not be renounced for several reasons. First, it gives the team the free-
dom to modify the %s of the transaction taxes going to holders, liquidity and marketing 
as the team sees fit for the benefit of the token, for example having rewards increased 
for special milestones or increasing the liquidity % to maintain it at a healthy level. Other 
reasons for not renouncing ownership is to be able to edit minor details in the contract if 
audits/exchanges require, while also have room for development in the future.  

Does your team have experience within the DeFi environment? Are you prepared 
to run this project diligently?

The team have a significant amount of experience in running and leading successful 
projects. The vast majority of services of the token’s everyday life are done in-house, 
with every team member contributing in his own field of expertise. However, we have a 
reliable network of partners who we outsource additionally required services to.

Please explain your team’s choices in distributing Baby Floki upon launch and how 
you believe it will be beneficial to the project.

Team wallets in total are a max of 10.5% for this fair launch. Four of these are dev
wallets (6% in total) and the remaining three are for exchanges and promotions. The 
team members are the first to invest in this project with their time and resources, we 
believe having the top wallets within the team is healthy and helps keep the token 
stable, in addition to having a lot to look forward to as an incentive for the token’s 
growth.



Please send us any questions or concerns whatsoever.

Ape@NexusSolidity.com
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Baby Floki - BSC

0x71e80e96af604afc23ca2aed4c1c7466db6dd0c4

www.babyfloki.info

https://t.me/thebabyfloki

https://twitter.com/thebabyfloki

https://www.reddit.com/r/TheBabyFloki

CERTIFIED


